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This exploration of Amsterdam's street food scene takes us through several markets, including the popular
Albert Cuyp market and the Noordermarkt, which sells organic produce, fresh fruit and vegetables, clothes
and other goods. Along with recommendations for the best places to eat, there's also plenty of opportunity to
soak up Amsterdam's unique atmosphere.
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Feature-no.: 13607186

Title: Canalside Cuisine

Subtitle: Take a culinary trip through Amsterdam and enjoy some delicious
specialities; NL

Location: Amsterdam, Netherlands

Number of images: 50 (+1 additional similar image available)

Photographer: Giulia Verdinelli Photography

Architect: Please contact us

Interior Designer: Please contact us

Food Stylist: Please contact us

Owner: Please contact us

Model Release: Not released

Property Release: Not released

Text: Text written upon request (300-700 words, English)

Rights: Worldwide first rights available upon request
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